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Abstract: Bacterial fruit blotch caused by Acidovorax citrulli is known to be the major threat to
cucurbit crop production worldwide. The pathogen can penetrate into seed coat and cause disease
symptoms at any stage of plant growth, which results in fruit loss. Two main genotypes
(genotype I and II) are reported in A. citrulli, in which genotype II is the main cause of Bacterial Fruit
Blotch (BFB) in watermelon and group I is known to be a causal agent of BFB in melon. To date,
there are no commercially available cultivars resistant to BFB, and available strategies are not able
to completely manage the disease. In this study, we aim to isolate bacteriophages to control BFB.
Samples collected from watermelon, melon, and pumpkin were used to isolate bacteriophages. All
isolated bacteriophages were tested against 42 strains of A. citrulli, among which two phages with
the ability to lyse a greater number of hosts were selected and characterized. Bacteriophage ACP17
from the Myoviridae family, with a head size of 100 ± 5 nm and tail of 150 ± 5 nm, infected 29 strains
of A. citrulli mostly belonging to genotype group I, whereas the second isolated bacteriophage,
ACPWH from Siphoviridae, with a head size of 60 ± 5 nm and tail of 180 ± 5 nm, infected 39 A.
citrulli strains. Genome analysis of both bacteriophages using Next generation Sequencing (NGS)
showed that ACP17 and ACPWH have double-stranded DNA with sizes of 156,972 kb and 424,299
kb, respectively. Watermelon seeds coated with ACPWH showed a germination rate of up to 90%
in the presence of A. citrulli in contrast to untreated seed, which showed no germination or
germinated juveniles with BFB symptoms in the presence of A. citrulli. The results of this study
show that the use of bacteriophages of A. citrulli represents a potential biocontrol method for
controlling BFB.
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